
April 10, 2017 

 

The attached programs were presented on WTKR, an affiliate of CBS Television  

Network, during the first quarter 2017 within the following newscasts:  

 

News 3 at 5-6am (Weekdays)  

News 3 This Morning at 6-7am (Weekdays)  

News 3 at Noon-12:30p (Weekdays)  

News 3 at 4-5pm (Weekdays)  

News 3 at 5-5:30pm (Weekdays)  

News 3 at 5:30-6:00p (Weekdays)  

News 3 at 6:00-6:30p (Monday-Saturday)  

News 3 at 6:30-7p (Sundays)  

News 3 at 11-11:35pm (Monday - Sunday)  

 

The information included herewith pertains to WTKR’s commitment to address the issues 

identified by this stations viewing audience. Those issues addressed include, but are not limited 

to:  

 

Community  

Consumer Advocacy  

Crime/Drugs  

Economy  

Education  

Environment  

Foreign Affairs  

Health  

Politics  

Race  

Safety  

Transportation  

 

 

This will further certify that the above information is based on my review of WTKR’s program 

logs and other materials supplied by the staff.  

 

 

Towanda Porter  

Program Manager  

WTKR-TV/News3  

WGNT-TV/CW27 
 

 

 

 



COMMUNITY  

1. News 3 on WTKR  5pm January 5, 2017 Length 1:57 while the holiday season has come and 

gone, one local family is still enjoying gifts from a stranger. Beverly Kidd has more in this week's 

people taking action segment. 

2. News 3 on WTKR  5pm January 10, 2017 Length 1:53 as a lot of us are still digging out from 

this winter storm, a Portsmouth fourth grader has been clearing the driveways and sidewalks in 

his neighborhood. And he's been doing it for free.  News 3's Kurt Williams tells us why in 

tonight's people taking action. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  6pm, January 31 2017 Length 1:56 many of us don't even know our 

newspaper carriers, but for one Suffolk couple, that daily delivery is a lifeline. News three's 

Beverly Kidd introduces us to a family who puts the "care" in paper carrier in tonight's people 

taking action. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  5pm February 7, 2017 Length 2:35 well we're coming off another 

successful polar plunge this past weekend benefiting Special Olympics. News 3's Kurt Williams 

surprises one local woman who's been plunging for nearly two decades--taking action for Special 

Olympics! 

5. News 3 on WTKR  5pm February 14, 2017 Length 1:51 its tax time!  But some people can't 

afford to pay to have their taxes prepared. And that's where a kind gentleman from Chesapeake 

comes in to save the day. Beverly Kidd has more on this weeks' people taking action award 

winner.                                            

6. News 3 on WTKR  5pm February 28, 2017 Length 1:58  even with the warm temperatures it’s 

not exactly the time of year to be gardening. But for one Virginia Beach woman -- gardening and 

god go hand in hand all year long. Beverly Kidd has tonight's people taking action award winner. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 7, 2017 Length 2:21 tonight we shine our spotlight on a 

teenager whose eagle scout project is helping some Virginia beach elementary school students 

learn in a different way. News 3's Kurt Williams has tonight's people taking action. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 14, 2017 Length 2:01 one Virginia Beach man has 

"engineered" a way to keep some kids from going hungry in his community. Beverly Kidd 

introduces us to tonight's people taking action award winner. 

9. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 21, 2017 Length 1:42 a local girl is using her love for dancing 

and dresses to do good in her community. Kurt Williams introduces us to her in tonight's people 

taking action. 

 

 

CONSUMER ADVOCACY   

1. News 3 on WTKR at 6:30am January 2nd 2017, Length 1:25 Consumer Reports just tested 

about a dozen compact washers and dryers.  They're just like regular ones - only smaller - 24 

inches wide, 34 inches high and the sets can be stacked. 

2. News 3 on WTKR at 5pm January 3rd 2017, Length 1:44 if you are a victim of ransom ware, 

you'll get a message on your screen that says your files are being held until you pay up. Don't 

click on that message window unless you are willing to pay. 

3. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30am January 4th 2017, Length :26 two credit reporting agencies have 

been fined more than $23 million for deceiving customers. Transunion and Equifax were hit with 

the penalty from the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. 

4. News 3 on WTKR at 5pm WTKR January 17th 2017, Length :17 The consumer financial 

protection bureau says the average student loan debt for in 2015 for borrowers over 60 was more 

than 23 thousand dollars. That`s double the amount of a decade before, with four times as many 

older Americans facing student loan bills. 



5. News 3 on WTKR at 5pm February 1st 2017, Length 1:44 the "basic economy" fares will save 

you money, but come at a cost - you'll be last onboard the plane, you can't choose your own seat, 

and if your carry-on doesn't fit under it--you'll be paying to check it. These restrictive bargain 

tickets come as ultra-low fare carriers like spirit are increasingly competing for customers. 

6. News 3 on WTKR at 11pm February 2nd 2017, Length :15 the consumer product safety 

commission says liquid from the nightlight can leak onto the electrical outlet. Sparking a fire. 

Right now there are no reported injuries from the fire hazard. 

7. News 3 on WTKR at 4pm February 7th 2017, Length 1:46 Consumer Reports medical advisor 

Dr. David Seres says if one or more close family members has a disease with a genetic link, 

testing for the gene may make sense. People who have a close relative who developed colon or 

uterine cancer before age 50, might consider a genetic test for lynch syndrome.  

8. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30am February 14th 2017, Length 1:25 but guess what? Consumer 

Reports nutritionists say it`s okay to indulge your sweet tooth...once in a while. If you want to 

ration your intake, store your chocolate in a cool, dry place, not in the refrigerator, where it can 

pick up odors and flavors from other foods. 

9. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30am February 14th 2017, Length 1:25 but guess what? Consumer 

Reports nutritionists say it`s okay to indulge your sweet tooth...once in a while. If you want to 

ration your intake, store your chocolate in a cool, dry place, not in the refrigerator, where it can 

pick up odors and flavors from other foods. 

10. News 3 on WTKR at 6am arch 6th 2017, Length 1:21 some companies are looking to cash in 

on consumer anxiety, by offering identity theft insurance.  For 25 to 50 dollars a year companies 

like Allstate, Liberty Mutual and State Farm, offer it as an add-on to your home or rental 

insurance. 

11. News 3 on WTKR at Noon March 10th 2017, Length :15 We're talking about the "r-d-g" global 

girls "olive-green:" hoodie --- sold by Nordstrom. According to the consumer product safety 

commission --- the drawstring in the lining of the hood is a strangulation risk. Customers can 

remove the drawstring or contact Nordstrom for a refund 

12. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30am March 10th 2017, Length 1:19 unfortunately, experts at 

Consumer Reports say travelers have very few rights, when things go wrong. When it comes to 

cancellations, each airline handles things differently. Delta, for example, will either put you on its 

next available flight or rebook you on another carrier.  

13. News 3 on WTKR at 11pm March 12th 2017, Length 1:21 To test mattresses Consumer 

Reports simulates 8 to 10 years of use to see how  well a mattress will hold up. It checks whether 

a mattress will support your spine. Online mattress companies like Casper, Lull and Tuft & 

Needle are offering performance as well as very competitive pricing. 

 

 

CRIME 

1. News 3 on WTKR  4:00PM Jan. 5, 2017, Length :40 Hampton police have arrested a young 

man they say is connected to a shooting in a high school parking lot yesterday. 18-year-old sh-

kise faizon cappe is facing firearm charges after police say two vehicles exchanged gunfire on big 

bethel road -- and as a result -- a stray bullet hit a man sitting in a parked car in the bethel high 

school parking lot. Police say the man was a grandfather teaching his grandson how to drive 

when he was randomly hit in the crossfire. Luckily -- he's expected to be okay. Other cars were 

hit by gunfire as well. School was already dismissed when the shooting happened -- and police 

say there's no evidence it was school-related. Cappe is now being held at Hampton city jail. 

2. News 3 on WTKR  6:00am Jan. 12, 2017 Length :25 a man was hurt in a late night shooting. 

Officers were called to Columbus Avenue in Portsmouth just before 10-last night. When they got 

there they found a man who had been shot in the leg. He was taken to the hospital and is expected 



to be okay. Right now there is no word on what caused the shooting or who did it. If you know 

anything take action and call the crime line at 1-888-lock-u-up. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  12:00pm Jan. 23, 2017 Length :50 we're awaiting the sentence of a Virginia 

Beach sailor who admitted to hiring a hitman to kill his wife. Court records show Chadwick 

ghesquiere and his wife were having marital issues, and that he wanted to kill her so he quote -- 

"didn't have to deal with her or pay child support. Court documents say ghesquiere was worried 

about the safety of his young son, after his wife allegedly got back with her ex-husband and 

began abusing alcohol and drugs while ghesquiere was deployed in Bahrain. Ghesquiere later 

gave an undercover agent $1-thousand dollar cash, 80 Adderall pills and a gun to commit the 

murder.  ghequiere also promised to pay the agent 50-thousand and 100-thousand dollars from his 

life insurance policy. The sailor pleaded guilty back in October. He is facing up to 14 years 

behind bars. news 3`s Merris Badcock went to the sentencing and will have the very latest online 

at wtkr.com and on-air at 4:00 pm. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  5 am Jan. 26, 2017 Length :25 as you wake up this morning -- the 

Gloucester county sheriff's office is trying to find out who's behind a series of burglaries at the 

Gloucester moose lodge. You’re looking at video of one of the men believed to be involved. 

Authorities say the business has been hit five times over the past six weeks. Deputies say each 

time the thieves forced their way inside the lodge causing damage and then made off with cash. If 

you have any information that can help police call the crime line. 

5. News 3 on WTKR  5 pm Feb. 3, 2017 Length :20 breaking news in Virginia beach--a student 

from landstown high was arrested today-- accused of making death threats against the school. An 

alert message was sent out just minutes ago. Police tell news three the student posted an online 

threat last night. He was identified and arrested this morning. Police say no weapons were 

involved. 

6. News 3 on WTKR  4 pm Feb. 6, 2017 Length :30 a grand jury has indicted a navy sailor 

accused of shooting and killing woman in Virginia Beach. Investigators say 22-year-old Alec 

Wagner of Chesapeake faces involuntary manslaughter and reckless handling of a firearm 

charges. Last October police found aleigha (ah-lee-uh) hawkingberry dead in the street on 

Mondrian loop. The medical examiner says she was shot in the chest and neck. Hawkingberry 

was only 18 years old and had recently graduated from landstown high school. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  11 pm Feb 20, 2017 Length :25 car windows smashed by a baseball bat. 

one man`s security camera captures the action but as of tonight - no one's been arrested for the 

crime. It happened last Wednesday morning near the intersection of Granby Street and east Bay 

Avenue. In the footage you can see a car pull up to a parked car. Then someone wielding a bat 

jumps out of the car and smashes the car's windows before driving off. If you recognize the car or 

the person in the surveillance video take action and call the crime line. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  5 am Feb. 28, 2017 Length :30 where police in Guilford county, North 

Carolina are in an hours-long standoff after a sheriff's deputy was shot. Police were called to a 

home outside of Greensboro around six last night. When they got there-- they found a woman 

outside shot in the foot. When officers walked up to the home -- a man inside started shooting. A 

deputy was shot twice-- he was taken to the hospital and is expected to be okay. We’re told the 

man inside is wearing a bulletproof vest. We following the situation closely and will bring you 

any new details as we get them. 

9. News 3 on WTKR  4 pm March 3, 2017 Length :25 a Norfolk man is behind bars accused of 

robbing a bank. Investigators say 60-year-old jimmy Simons walked into the wells Fargo on 

Monticello Avenue near east Charlotte Street and demanded money. He got cash from a bank 

teller and ran out. Officers quickly located Simons near Church Street and arrested him. No one 

was hurt. Simmons is charged with robbery and is being help in the Norfolk city jail without 

bond. 

10. News 3 on WTKR  12:00pm March 7, 2017 Length :20 a man has been arrested for crashing 

into a 7-eleven in Virginia Beach and driving away. Police say this man 22-year old Robert 



torgler has been charged with d-u-I and hit and run. Police say torgler hit and curb and the front 

window of the 7-eleven store at the corner of Princess Anne road and lynnhaven parkway 

yesterday. You can see the door on the right is damaged. No one was hurt. The store is back open 

again. 

11. News 3 on WTKR  11:00pm March 11, 2017 Length :25 an old phone scheme is making a 

return. The f-t-c says the "one-ring scheme" is where someone will call your phone -- and let it 

ring just once before hanging up. They’re hoping you'll call back. Because when you do -- you'll 

be slammed with hefty charges -- both per minute and international. The calls are from numbers 

that look like they have domestic area codes. If you don't recognize the number -- don't call back -

- just do a Google search to see where it's coming from. 

12. News 3 on WTKR  5:00pm March 24, 2017 Length :20 Newport News police say a third 

suspect is under arrest in connection with a murder back in November. Officers arrested marqui 

Pittman yesterday in Hampton. He’s charged with the murder of 42-year-old tommy strayhorn. 

Two other men are also facing charges in the same shooting. Police say strayhorn was shot back 

in November on Randolph road. Police say they found him with a gunshot wound. He was rushed 

to the hospital where he later died. Right now there's no word on when the three suspects will go 

to trial. 

 

ECONOMY  

1. News 3 on WTKR  5:30pm, January 5, 2017, Length :20  -North Carolina's New Governor 

Roy Cooper Says Getting Rid Of The So-Called Bathroom Bill Will Make The North Carolina 

Economy Great Again. Governor Cooper Spoke Yesterday At the 15th Annual Economic 

Forecast Forum in Raleigh. The Governor Said That House Bill 2 Has Cost The State's Economy 

Hundreds Of Millions Of Dollars And Thousands Of Jobs.  

2. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, January 10, 2017, Length 1:30 Voters in Virginia Beach Will Select 

A New Representative in the House of Delegates. Whoever Wins Will Be Faced With How To 

Fix A More Than One Billion Dollar Budget Shortfall. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  6p, January 13, 2017, Length 1:30  - Lawmakers In North Carolina Are 

Asking For A Soon To Be Completed Wind Farm To Be Shut Down. But The Developer Of The 

Project Says That Would Hurt The Economy In Northeastern North Carolina. A Group of 

Lawmakers Says The More Than 100 Turbines *Could Interfere With A Chesapeake Surveillance 

Radar. They're asking the Incoming Trump Administration to shut down the Project. The 

Developer Says It's Created Hundreds Of Jobs -- And Helped The Local Economy. They Say A 

Block To The Project Could Be Costly. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  11PM, January 11, 2017, Length : 45 Governor McAuliffe discussed 

tackling unemployment in his final state of the commonwealth address. He’s reduced the state’s 

unemployment rate from 5.4% to 3.7% during his time in office, which is the steepest decline in 

decades. 

5. News 3 on WTKR  6pm, February 1, 2017, Length 1:45  It`s a big year for Norfolk. 

Thousands of jobs are coming to the city with opening of a new outlet mall and the waterside 

district. With more attractions expected --- about a thousand jobs will be available.  

6. News 3 on WTKR  5:30 am, February 3, 2017, Length :15 springtime brings in the business 

for Lowe’s. To meet the demands the home improvement chain says it will hire more than 45-

thousand additional workers for seasonal jobs. Those jobs include cashiers---sales people--

product assemblers and loaders who get products into the hands of shoppers who order online. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  11pm, February 3, 2017, Length : 2:20  if you're looking to sit down at a 

slot machine -- you won't find them around here. Every day thousands leave Virginia to press 



their luck at a casino in another state. Anthony Sabella takes a look at how many millions the 

region could be missing out on. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  6pm, February 7, 2017, Length 2:00  - The new Norfolk Main Hotel is 

expected to open in a few weeks. The convention hotel is bringing 500 construction jobs & 300 

permanent jobs. It is also expected to bring new conventions and an economic boost to downtown 

Norfolk 

9. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, March 2, 2017, Length : 1:30 President Trump visited Newport News 

shipbuilding today to talk about his military expansion plans. The president’s military spending 

proposal has the potential to create thousands of jobs in Hampton Roads. 

10. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, March 3, 2017, Length: 1:30 Military families here in Hampton 

Roads say healthcare, schools, and jobs are some of their biggest worries. They spoke with 

Senator Tim Kaine about their concerns 

11. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, March 8 2017, Length : 1:25 – The city of Norfolk announcing an 

economic development for part of the Military Circle Mall. Optima health community care 

announced today that they will be taking over a portion of building that used to hold JC Penney`s. 

The company will create about 200 new local jobs.  

12. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, March 9 2017, Length 1:45 the new Norfolk Premium Outlet Mall is 

a few months away from opening. Construction is creating 500 jobs, and there are expected to be 

nearly 600 permanent jobs when the outlets open this summer. 

 

EDUCATION 

1. News 3 on WTKR  6am January 4, 2017, Length :40 A Portsmouth athletic director has retired 

after being placed on administrative leave last month. David Moss was placed on leave due to 

parents concerns but would not elaborate further. Students tell News 3 in December they were 

questioned by school staff after Moss allegedly opened the door to the girl`s locker room while 

several students were undressing inside.  

2. News 3 on WTKR  4pm, January 5, 2017, Length :25 Two students were found unresponsive 

at Currituck county high school. Police tell us one was found in the boy’s locker room and the 

other was found right outside the main office. Right now it's unclear exactly what the medical 

emergency was -- but the school says the students were taken to the hospital and are undergoing 

treatment. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  4pm, January 11, 2017, Length :25 A high school in Illinois is closed for a 

second day because of a suspected norovirus outbreak. The school closed after receiving eight-

hundred sick calls. Workers have been scrubbing the school with bleach. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  Noon, January 12, 2017, Length :20 More than 20 elementary school 

students were taken to the hospital after their school bus overturn in Dinwiddie County. State 

police say only one student complained of an injury but all were taken to the hospital just to be 

safe. The bus driver had to be rescued from the crash and was taken also taken to the hospital. 

5. News 3 on WTKR  Noon, February 1, 2017, Length :25 The Chesapeake school board votes 

no to changing which schools some students attend. The rezoning would have affected four 

communities including the willow lakes, David’s mill, lakes of Joliffe and Joliffe woods 

communities. The school board voted has four to three to deny the entire proposed plan for the 

establishment of the new attendance zones. 

6. News 3 on WTKR  Noon, February 1, 2017, Length :20 Today is a big day for high school 

athletes across the country its national signing day and hundreds of the nation’s top athletes reside 



right here in Hampton roads. Earlier this morning Hezekiah Grimsley from Lafayette in 

Williamsburg signed with Virginia Tech. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  5am, February 2, 2017, Length :45 A school is remembering a high school 

teen whose life was taken too soon. 16-year old Michael Bellnap went to lie down during gym at 

Poquoson high school and when they couldn't wake him up staff had to give him c-p-r--he was 

then taken to the hospital where he died. How Michael died remains a mystery, but his parents 

hope his autopsy will shed some light. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  4pm, February 2, 2017 Length :21 the original Deep Creek school is up for 

sale. The school was built in 1923 with an additional building being added on in 1946. The school 

is located on George Washington highway north and was closed down in 2013. 

9. News 3 on WTKR  11pm, March 1, 2017 Length :25 Authorities say after investigating it does 

not appear there is any threat towards the community at Old Dominion University. The hateful 

video shows someone wearing an ODU sweatshirt using racial slurs. Officials are still working to 

get to the bottom of it. 

10. News 3 on WTKR  Noon, March 2, 2017 Length :11 Kids who watch too much TV may be 

suffering in the classroom.  Researchers at New York University found that watching TV more 

than a couple of hours a day is linked lower readiness for school in kindergarteners. 

11. News 3 on WTKR  Noon, March 3, 2017 Length :15 High school students at three southern 

New Mexico schools are resting up between classes with sleep pods. The pods allow students to 

lay down on a recliner chair while listening to music as colorful lights shine inside.  The pods 

were purchased through a federal grant. 

12. News 3 on WTKR  4pm, March 6, 2017 Length :25 Crossroads elementary school officials say 

a message was emailed to Norfolk public schools indicating an explosive device was inside the 

school. The students were put on buses to stay warm as police and fire fighters searched the 

building. Nothing was found but the school is continuing to investigate the situation. 

 

ENVIRONMENT  

1. News 3 on WTKR  4pm, January 24, 2017 Length :15 pollution in Paris prompted the 

country's first vehicle ban under a new sticker system. Any vehicle with a level 5 sticker will not 

be allowed on Paris roads.  Level 5 vehicles are those with diesel engines from 1997 to 2000.  

Anyone caught driving the prohibited vehicles risks a minimum fine of about 24-dollars. 

2. News 3 on WTKR  Noon, January 5, 2017 Length :10 new research links smog from road 

traffic to a greater risk of developing dementia.  Doctors in Canada found air pollution gets into 

the brain from the blood stream and can lead to neurological problems. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  Noon January 2, 2017 Length :18 it is a shocking time-lapse shot from the 

30th floor of an office building in Beijing’s central business district.  The video shows a wall of 

pollution sweeping into the capital over a 20 minute period on this morning.  The video is going 

viral on Chinese social media. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  6pm January 17, 2017 Length :15 customers at this Suffolk Walmart were 

forced out because of a gas leak. This happened around one this afternoon on college drive. Fire 

and Virginia natural gas officials tell news 3 the gassy odor was coming from a heating unit on 

the roof of the facility. No injuries were reported. 

5. News 3 on WTKR  6:30am February 9, 2017 Length :15 one Chinese city is getting a vertical 

forest to help with the country's pollution problem. It is a set of two buildings with about one-

thousand trees and combination of more than two-thousand shrubs and plants. The buildings will 



absorb enough carbon dioxide to make about 132 pounds of oxygen every day. The vertical forest 

is scheduled to be completed sometime next year. 

6. News 3 on WTKR  4pm February 13, 2017 Length :15 a Denver college party turns dangerous 

when a floor collapses, causing a gas leak and then a fire. Students say there were about 150 

people at the party.  They tell us the group was in the living room dancing and jumping when the 

floor collapsed.  students fell 3- to 4-feet....that`s when they started smelling natural gas... and a 

fire ignited. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  4pm February 14, 2017 Length :15 last week, the army corps of engineers 

gave the developer permission to lay pipe under a Missouri river reservoir in North Dakota.   

That’s the last big section needed before the pipeline could carry North Dakota oil to Illinois.  

The Cheyenne River and standing rock Sioux tribes have tried to stop the construction. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  Noon February 13, 2017 Length :15 first responders shut down a portion of 

Yadkin road for the majority of the morning. In addition to emergency personnel -- hazmat crews 

were out here cleaning up a diesel spill from the truck. We are told that at least 20 gallons of fuel 

spilled following the accident. 

9. News 3 on WTKR  6am March 2, 2017 Length :20 the white house is proposing big cuts to the 

environmental protection agency, including cutting 20-percent of its staff. Dozens of programs 

could be on the chopping block. That’s according to a proposal reviewed by Washington post 

reporters. The budget eliminates funding for a global research program, started by former 

president George h-w bush in 19-89. The cuts must still go through congress.  The e-p-a isn't 

commenting on the budget proposal yet. 

10. News 3 on WTKR  11pm March 6, 2017 Length :15 the white house released its budget 

blueprint today -- and proposed eliminating funding to the e-p-a's Chesapeake Bay program. The 

program helps fight pollution along the bay. The Chesapeake Bay foundation says the cut could 

have a big impact here in Hampton roads. 

11. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 16, 2017 Length :20 the trump administration wants to roll 

back fuel efficiency standards for new cars and trucks... to encourage auto makers to manufacture 

in the u-s. The rules were put in place by the Obama administration as a way to cut pollution but 

automakers argue it costs them a lot of money to comply. 

12. News 3 on WTKR  5:30am March 16, 2017 Length :25 yoga pants and other comfortable 

clothing -- may be contaminating your seafood. Researchers say the athletic wear is becoming a 

source of plastic that's ending up in the ocean -- shedding "microfibers." wastewater systems 

flush the microfibers into natural waterways, eventually reaching the sea where they can end up 

in the stomachs of marine animals, including oysters. 

 

FOREIGN AFFAIRS  

1. News 3 on WTKR  5:30am January 25 2017 Length :30 new details---not all Russian athletes 

will be banned from competing in the summer Olympics. The international Olympic committee 

announced that they will not place Russia under a complete ban. Russia is facing accusations of 

doping. 

2. News 3 on WTKR  4pm January 21, 2017 Length :20 the Olympic dreams of Russia’s 2016 

team may be over. Today the country lost its appeal against an Olympic ban on its track and field 

athletes.  68 Russian track and field athletes, were seeking to overturn the ban imposed by the 

international association of athletics federations. It all comes following allegations of state-

sponsored doping and cover-ups. 



3. News 3 on WTKR  6pm January 15 2017 Length :25 a Virginia man was sentenced to eight 

and a half years in prison for attempting to travel to Syria to join isis. 29-year-old joseph Hassan 

farrokh of Woodbridge Virginia was trying to leave from the Richmond international airport. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  5pm February 17 2017, Length :25 the Italian coast guard says it's rescued 

six-and-a-half thousand migrants in just over 24 hours. Families from Africa were drifting off the 

coast of Libya in overcrowded boats, clinging to anything that could keep them afloat. The 

coastguard says it coordinated 40 operations to rescue people, in one of its busiest days in years. 

5. News 3 on WTKR  4pm February 19, 2017 Length :20 apple is facing a multi-billion dollar tax 

bill overseas.  The European Union is ordering apple to pay back tax benefits the company got 

from Ireland. Apple sent most of its international profits through Ireland. 

6. News 3 on WTKR  6pm February 21, 2017 Length 2:00 an attack at American university in 

Afghanistan has a local tie to Hampton roads. The only professor killed in the terrorist attack was 

a graduate of old dominion university. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 16, 2017 Length :25 police in Germany are investigating a pair 

of early morning bombings. One of the attacks targeted a mosque -- while the second hit the 

international congress center of Dresden.  

8. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 14, 2017 Length :30 24 hours after his family was rescued 

from an overcrowded rubber boat, a baby boy has been born aboard a rescue vessel in the 

Mediterranean Sea. Doctors without borders, one of the operators of the rescue ship Aquarius, 

said the boy was born to Nigerian parents in international waters on Monday morning. 

9. News 3 on WTKR  5pm March 9, 2017 Length :25 three women arrested in France were a 

terror cell -- directed by isis from Syria -- according to French officials. The women were arrested 

in connection with gas cylinders found this week inside a car left in front of a cathedral in Paris. 

 

HEALTH  

1. News 3 on WTKR at Noon, January 5, 2017, Length : 20 seconds new guidelines are now 

available for parents with infants to reduce the risk of peanut allergies.  The National Institutes of 

Health Panel says babies should start eating peanut-containing foods well before their first 

birthday in order to lower their chances of developing the dangerous food allergy. The panel 

maps out how to introduce the foods to infants and when some even getting it as early as 4 

months! Health officials say to make sure you check with your doctor first. 

2. News 3 on WTKR at 6:30AM, January 12, 2017, Length : 25 seconds a new report claims 

palm oil used in the chocolate spread of Novella could cause cancer. The report from the 

"European Food Safety Authority" follows similar claims by the World Health Organization. The 

researchers say, high temperatures are used to remove palm oil's natural red color and neutralize 

its smell, but the process causes cancer-causing contaminants to form. Nutella's manufacturer 

insists that its use of palm oil is in a way that's not dangerous. 

3. News 3 on WTKR at 11PM, January 18, 2017, Length : 25 seconds a new study says too 

much time sitting will make you age faster. Research shows women who sat for more than 10 

hours a day age up to eight years older. Scientists tracked the movements of more than a thousand 

women over 64 and found a link between a sedentary lifestyle and premature aging of cells. They 

say by exercising for just half an hour is enough to stop those aging cells. 

4. News 3 on WTKR at Noon, January 31, 2017, Length : 20 seconds a new study at Harvard 

finds hospitalizations for cardiovascular problems jump 23 percent two days after major 

snowfalls.  Researchers say there are several possible reasons why; many issues come from 

excessive snow shoveling and in some cases delays happen getting to the hospital during the 

snow emergency. 



5. News 3 on WTKR at 11PM, February 6, 2017, Length: 20 seconds new research warns flea 

and heartworm medication can pose a risk to children. The study published in the Journal of 

Pediatrics says the poisoning can occur in several ways. Most commonly toddlers have either 

picked up pills that a pet spit out, or children who pet an animal treated with a lotion or cream get 

that on their hands, or then put their hands into their mouths. Researchers suggest giving your 

pets those medications away from any kids. 

6. News 3 on WTKR at Noon, February 14, 2017, Length: 20 seconds Switching to whole-grain 

foods may help you keep your weight in check and may be as effective as a brisk thirty minute 

daily walk. Researchers at Tufts University say people on a whole-grain diet absorb fewer 

calories. They add that their resting metabolic rate is higher than people on different diets. 

7. News 3 on WTKR at 530PM, February 21, 2017, Length: 20 seconds Heavy drinking may age 

arteries and increase the risk of heart disease especially in men. Doctors in Britain studied long-

term drinking habits and found too much alcohol can interfere with blood flow. The American 

Heart Association defines moderate drinking as one or two drinks a day for men, one drink a day 

for women. 

8. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30AM, February 28, 2017, Length: 25 seconds if you're looking for 

natural ways to improve sleep, try the produce department. A new list of helpful veggies is out for 

those who find it hard to sleep. Try onions, leeks, and artichokes. Researchers at the University of 

Colorado say the veggies are high in "pre-biotics," which are dietary fibers that promote good 

stomach bacteria. Researchers believe they release by-products that signal the brain "not" to 

worry. 

9. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30AM, March 6, 2017, Length: 20 seconds a doctor in Florida is using 

hard contact lenses to help kids see a little more clearly.  Child vision specialist Dr. Nate Bonilla 

Warford says they can't undo the damage that's been done from digital eye strain, but it can slow 

or even stop its progression. The doctor says its best to start the treatment when nearsightedness 

develops to reduce the risk of eye diseases. 

10. News 3 on WTKR at Noon, March 13, 2017, Length: 20 seconds nearly three dozen people in 

the United States have been diagnosed with a highly drug-resistant fungal infection since last 

summer; it’s called "candida auris." The deadly infection first appeared in a patient in japan in 

2009 and has since spread around the world.  While extremely rare, doctors are worried because it 

can quickly get into the bloodstream and spread easily in doctors’ offices and hospitals. Health 

officials say long-term hospital patients are at the highest risk of contracting the fungus. 

11. News 3 on WTKR at 11PM, March 21, 2017, Length: 35 seconds a baby born with four legs 

and two spines is recovering after a risky surgery to remove her parasitic conjoined twin. 10-

month-old baby Dominique is from the Ivory Coast in West Africa. Her twin failed to separate in 

the womb, and then became part of her. The bottom half of its body stuck out from the base of her 

neck and back leaving her with two extra legs, and a second spinal cord. The astonishing medical 

procedure was not without risks; Dominque’s small heart and lungs worked for two people and 

the second highest risk was paralysis. Five surgeons and more than 50 doctors were involved in 

Dominique’s surgery and care. She still has two spines, but doctors do not believe that will affect 

her health. 

12. News 3 on WTKR at 5PM, March 28, 2017, Length: 25  seconds Science has settled the 

debate on which exercise is best to shed those unwanted pounds- cardio or weights? Researchers 

followed more than 100 overweight volunteers and found those who did aerobic work alone 

dropped more weight. But, doctors warn don't ditch the weights yet... resistance training is need 

to keep muscle mass. They also stress you can't indulge in a bad diet, so eating healthy is key. 

 



POLITICS  

1. News 3 on WTKR  11pm, January 31, 2017 Length :25 the acting attorney general was fired 

following a disagreement with the president over his immigration order. Dana Boente replaced 

him until Jeff Sessions could be confirmed.  

2. News 3 on WTKR  4pm, January 27, 2017 Length 1:30 Huge crowds gathered for the March 

for Life in Washington, DC. They were protesting the SCOTUS case Roe vs. Wade. They 

discussed the newly elected president’s plan to appoint a pro-life justice to the Supreme Court.  

3. News 3 on WTKR  11pm, January 26 2017, Length :30 in his first week in office President 

Trump released his proposal to build a border wall. The President planned to pay for it using 

import taxes from Mexico as a way of getting that country to pay for it. The Mexican president 

canceled a meeting over the policy.   

4. News 3 on WTKR  6pm, February 28, 2017 Length :30 a group of immigrants were sworn in 

as American citizens in the wake of the president’s efforts to ban certain people from travelling to 

the United States. Some of the new citizens included people from those countries.  

5. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, February 27, 2016 Length :20 President Trump met with 

congressional leaders to discuss a replacement to the Affordable Care Act. He also warned the 

nation Obamacare was on a deadline to fall apart.   

6. News 3 on WTKR  5pm, February 19, 2017 Length :45 Donald Trump praised Ryan Owens 

the locally based navy seal killed in Yemen during his joint address to congress. After the address 

the military announced the first airstrikes in that country since his death during a raid on Al 

Qaeda forces.    

7. News 3 on WTKR  5:30pm, March 30, 2017 Length 0:45 the city of Seattle decided to sue the 

federal government over the President’s executive order on immigration. Sound from mayor 

about why.  

8. News 3 on WTKR  noon, March 22, 2017 Length  0:45 News three sat down with the mayor of 

Virginia Beach to talk about big projects for the city after the light rail project was stopped. The 

city sank a lot of money into the project and will now be required to pay back the federal 

government.   

9. News 3 on WTKR  6pm, March 16, 2017, Length 0:30 the mayor of Waverly, a small town in 

our viewing area was charged with election fraud. The charges were revealed after a family asked 

about a dead relative’s signature on an election ballot.  

 

 

RACE  

1. News 3 on WTKR  5pm January 11, 2017 Length :30 president Obama gave an emotional 

farewell address to the nation last night. He used the prime time speech to celebrate and defend 

his accomplishments -- and outline what he described as three threats to the American 

democracy. The nation's first black president said racism is a third threat to democracy.  

2. News 3 on WTKR  4pm January 9, 2017 Length 1:45 outrage at a Virginia restaurant after a 

couple of customers didn't leave a waitress a tip. Instead, she says, they left her a racially-charged 

message on the bill. Mike carter-conneen has the story. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  6pm January 2, 2017 Length :45 friends, family and fellow firefighters - 

paid tribute today to a Virginia beach firefighter, who served his community for more than 25 

years. Retired master firefighter Anthony "tony" Cooke died last week. He joined the Virginia 

Beach fire department in 1976 as the resort city's first african-american firefighter. 



4. News 3 on WTKR  6pm February 4, 2017 Length :25 Virginia Beach city public schools 

hosted the 10th annual African American male summit today.  The event was held at Princess 

Anne high school.  The summit was open to young men in grades 8th through 12th.  There were 

sessions on team building exercises, leadership development, and breakout discussions on current 

issues students are facing.  

5. News 3 on WTKR  11pm February 4, 2017 Length :25 Virginia Beach city public schools 

hosted the 10th annual African American male summit today.  The event was held at Princess 

Anne high school.  The summit was open to young men in grades 8th through 12th.  There were 

sessions on team building exercises, leadership development, and breakout discussions on current 

issues students are facing.  

6. News 3 on WTKR  530pm February 9, 2017 Length 1:20 historians estimate a quarter of the 

cowboys in the Wild West were African American. For decades, a traveling black rodeo has been 

telling the story of the forgotten cowboys and cowgirls of color. Danielle Nottingham visited the 

show. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  630pm February 12, 2017 Length 1:30 the Virginia state senate is about to 

take up a bill to offer assistance to some historic cemeteries.  Sandra jones spoke with folks who 

are already invested the upkeep of these sacred places. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  Noon March 1, 2017 Length :20 the U.S. supreme court handed a defeat to 

Virginia republicans over the way lawmakers drew legislative districts.  African-american voters 

claimed g-o-p lawmakers unfairly crammed racial minorities into a handful of districts in order to 

reduce their impact in other districts. The voters sued over 12 districts and the Supreme Court 

today ruled the lower court must review the way lines were drawn in eleven of them.  

9. News 3 on WTKR  11pm March 1, 2017 Length :25 new developments tonight on a racist 

video posted online. Authorities say after investigating it does not appear there is any threat 

towards the community at old dominion university. The hateful video shows someone wearing an 

o-d-u sweatshirt-- using racial slurs. Tonight, a school spokesperson says they know the video 

was *not* filmed in a residence hall. 

10. News 3 on WTKR  6am March 29, 2017 Length 1:15 black women across the country are 

speaking out and sharing their stories of discrimination with the hashtag black women at work... 

the hashtag started trending yesterday after fox news host bill o'reilly and white house press 

secretary Sean Spicer both made comments about two well respected black women that many are 

finding offensive.  Hena Daniels has more on the controversy and the fallout. 

 

SAFETY  

1. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30am January 26, 2017 Length :20 an electric scooter for kids is being 

recalled because it can cause riders to fall.  The recall covers nearly 9,000 “Pulse Safe Start 

Transform” scooters. The part that connects the wheel to the axle can break.  

2. News 3 on WTKR at 6:00pm January 12, 2017 Length 1:49 A call for more law enforcement 

officers across the state. State senators want people to recognize the important roles officers pay 

in public safety across Virginia.  

3. News 3 on WTKR at 5:00pm January 6, 2017 Length :22 Winter Storms and cold 

temperatures often bring a rise in the number of house fires. The American Red Cross has some 

tips to keep your home and family safe. Keep all potential sources of fuel at least three feet away 

from space heaters, stoves, or fireplaces.  

4. News 3 on WTKR 4:00pm at January 6, 2016 Length :51 Most drivers say they are just filling 

up their gas tanks to be safe. VODOT is encouraging drivers to stay off the roads for safety.  



5. News 3 on WTKR at 11:00pm February 24, 2017 Length :53 a warning for anyone planning 

an event at a trampoline parks. There is no official safety oversight from the government.  

6. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30pm February 23, 2017 Length :21 Keurig Green Mountain has 

agreed to pay $5.8 Million dollars over faulty coffee makers. The U.S. Consumer Product Safety 

Commission says Keurig waited too long to report a problem with the mini plus brewing system. 

More than 100 people suffered burn-related injuries to their faces, hands and bodies.  

7. News 3 on WTKR at 6:00pm February 28, 2017 Length 2:48 An ODU student says her 

Samsung Galaxy S7 caught fire inside the cup holder of a car. The phone was recalled at the end 

of last year, now she wants to make sure people take the proper precautions for the recall.  

8. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30am February 16, 2017 Length 1:35 on a cold day, parents are going 

to be bundling your kids up in heavy winter coats to stay warm. Those same coats can cause some 

safety problems when your kids is buckled in a car seat. Consumer Report explain why and has 

easy solutions.  

9. News 3 on WTKR at 5:30pm March 13, 2017 Length 2:03 Strollers, carriers and other baby 

products have become safer over the years. But As Chris Martinez reports, researchers are seeing 

a rising number of kids going to the hospital with injuries.  

10. New 3 on WTKR at 5:30 am March 31, 2017 Length :55 a report released shows a big increase 

in the number of pedestrian fatalities in the U.S. The governor’s highway safety association 

conducted the study. Researchers say distracted walkers and drivers are a big issue.  

11. News 3 on WTKR at 11:00pm March 30, 2017 Length :26 Retail giant Target is pulling a 

child’s game off the store shelves because it poses a possible choking hazard. It involves the 

magnetic Tic Tac Toe game. Target officials say children can swallow the magnets, and the 

magnets can link together inside the intestines causing injury or death.   

12. News 3 on WTKR at 12:00 pm March 27, 2017 Length :24 nearly a million pounds of breaded 

chicken products are being recalled. OK Foods Inc. fears the chicken may contain pieces of 

metal. The recall includes breaded chicken breast patties, chicken fries, chicken nuggets and 

chicken tenders.   

 

TRANSPORTATION 

1. News 3 on WTKR  11pm January 1, 2017 Length : 15 starting today -- drivers will be paying 

more for tolls at the Elizabeth river tunnels. If you have an e-z-pass -- your toll will be going up 

40 cents. If you pay by your license plate and you are registered the toll is increasing 80 cents per 

trip.  

2. News 3 on WTKR  4pm January 24, 2017 Length 1:20 the Norfolk city council will vote 

tonight on a vision for the next 50 years for the military circle and military highway areas. 

3. News 3 on WTKR  4pm January 31, 2017 Length : 20 Starting next Thursday drivers will have 

to start paying a toll.  It will cost one dollar for EZpass holders and three dollars for those 

without. This is part of the dominion boulevard improvement project, which widened the road 

from two to four lanes and replaced the moveable steel bridge. 

4. News 3 on WTKR  Noon February 1, 2017 Length :25 Virginia beach will pay back 20-million 

dollars to the state. The city got that money to help with light rail costs. But voters decided not to 

support expanding it into the city. There was some question over whether the city could keep the 

money for another transportation project -- like a bike path. Transportation secretary Aubrey lane 

says that would've been unacceptable. 



5. News 3 on WTKR  5am February 8, 2017 Length :20 tolling on the dominion boulevard 

veteran’s bridge starts tomorrow. This is video of the bridge under construction. This comes 

following the completion of the toll system testing period. Tolls will be collected electronically 

using e-z pass transponders or through the toll-by-plate system. The toll rate will begin at one 

dollar with an e-z pass and three dollars without. 

6. News 3 on WTKR  5:30am February 15, 2017 Length :40 drivers, there's an important 

deadline today you need to know about if you regularly drive between Portsmouth and Norfolk. 

This is the last day you can register for a new toll relief program. If you qualify -- it'll save you 

money on tolls going through the downtown and midtown tunnels. But to qualify - you must live 

in Norfolk or Portsmouth, make less than 30 thousand a year and have an e-z pass. You have to 

apply in person for the program. 

7. News 3 on WTKR  6pm March 22, 2017 Length :30 news three has learned governor 

McAuliffe will be in Portsmouth tomorrow-- he's scheduled to announce a new budget proposal 

to ease the burden of tolls in Hampton roads. In October - the governor introduced a program to 

give financial assistance to some drivers. No word yet on the details of tomorrow's 

announcement. 

8. News 3 on WTKR  6pm March 23, 2017 Length 1:35  A bit of relief for drivers hit with 

thousands of dollars in toll fees. Today governor terry McAuliffe announced big changes for the 

company who oversees the toll collections -- and a cap for first time offenders. 

9. News 3 on WTKR  Noon March 22, 2017 Length :35 a "life after light rail" meeting will be 

held tonight. It’s the second meeting the city is holding to get input and ideas from citizens on 

what they want when it comes to improving public transportation in Virginia Beach and around 

the region. Tonight’s session will go over work to date -- including feedback from surveys 

conducted after the first meeting -- as well as look at potential new routes. 

 

 

 


